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A History Book for Scots
Since 1975 much new archaeological evidence has come to light to illuminate the
immense undertaking of Septimius Severus' campaigns in Scotland, allowing for
the first time the true story of this savage invasion to be told. In the early 3rd
century Severus, the aging Roman emperor, launched an immense 'shock and awe'
assault on Scotland that was so savage it resulted in eighty years of peace at
Rome's most troublesome border. The book shows how his force of 50,000 troops,
supported by the fleet, hacked their way through the Maeatae around the former
Antonine Wall and then pressed on into Caledonian territory up to the Moray Firth.

Septimius Severus and the Roman Army
The assassination of Emperor Commodus in 192 sparked a civil war. Septimius
Severus emerged as the eventual victor and his dynasty (the Severans) ruled until
235. He fought numerous campaigns, against both internal rivals and external
enemies, extending the Empire to the east (adding Mesopotamia), the south (in
Africa) and the north (beyond Hadrian's Wall). The military aspects of his reign,
including his reforms of the army, are the main focus of this new study. After
discussing his early career and governorship of Pannonia, Michael Sage narrates
his war with Pescennius Niger, the siege of Byzantium, and the campaign in
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northern Mesopotamia that added it as a province. The much more difficult
campaign against Clodius Albinus in Gaul is also studied in detail, as is that in
North Africa. The narrative concludes with an account of the last campaign in
Britain and Severus’ death. The final chapters analyze Septimius’ reforms of the
army and assess their impact on events of the next seventy years until the
accession of Diocletian. His greatest weakness was his love for his family. Like
Marcus Aurelius he loved his children too much. They failed to maintain what he
had bequeathed them.

The Roman Wall
Until now, there has been no study of the significant errors that Napoleon made
himself which, though apparently trivial at the time, proved to be major factors in
his downfall. Digby Smith tracks his rise to power, his stewardship of France from
180415, and his exile. He highlights his military mistakes, such as his unwillingness
to appoint an effective overall supremo in the Iberian Peninsula, and the decision
to invade Russia while the Spanish situation was spiralling out of control.

Septimius Severus
In the year AD 9, three Roman legions were crushed by the German warlord
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Arminius in the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest. This event is well-known, but there
was another uprising that Rome faced shortly before, which lasted from AD 6 to 9,
and was just as intense. This rebellion occurred in the western Balkans (an area
roughly corresponding to modern Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia,
Montenegro and parts of Serbia and Albania) and it tested the Roman Empire to its
limits. For three years, fifteen legions fought in the narrow valleys and forestcovered crags of the Dinaric Mountains in a ruthless war of attrition against an
equally ruthless and determined foe, and yet this conflict is largely unknown today.
_The Great Illyrian Revolt_ is believed to be the first book ever devoted to this
forgotten war of the Roman Empire. Within its pages, we examine the history and
culture of the mysterious Illyrian people, the story of how Rome became involved
in this volatile region, and what the Roman army had to face during those
harrowing three years in the Balkans.

Imperial Roman Legionary AD 161–284
Writing on a small island in the Firth of Forth in the 1440s, Walter Bower set out to
tell the whole story of the Scottish nation in a single huge book, the Scotichronicon
- 'a history book for Scots'. It begins with the mythical voyage of Scota, the
Pharaoh's daughter, from Egypt with the Stone of Destiny. The land that her sons
discovered in the Western Ocean was named after her: Scotland. It goes on to
describe the turbulent events that followed, among them the wars of the Scots and
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the Picts (begun by a quarrel over a dog); the poisoning of King Fergus by his wife;
Macbeth's usurpation and uneasy reign; the good deeds of Margaret, queen and
saint; Bruce's murder of the Red Comyn; the founding of Scotland's first university
at St Andrews; the 'Burnt Candlemas'; and the endless troubles between Scotland
and England. Weaving in and out of the events of Bower's factual history, like a
wonderful pageant, are other subjects that fascinated him: harrowing visions of
hell and purgatory, extraordinary miracles; the exploits of knights and beggars,
merchants and monks; the ravages of flood and fire; the terrors of the plague; and
the answers to such puzzling questions as what makes a good king, and why
Englishmen have tails. In 1998 Donald Watt and his team of scholars completed
the first modern edition and translation of Scotichronicon in nine volumes. It has
been described as 'a massive achievement for Scottish cultural history' (Sally
Mapstone) and 'an open invitation to join a voyage of discovery' (Books in
Scotland). This selection from the whole of Scotichronicon puts Bower's epic of
Scotland into the hands of the general reader. It is a marvellous and unforgettable
story. Perhaps its importance is best summed up by Bower himself, who wrote at
the end of it: Non Scotus est Christe cui liber non placet iste - Christ! He is not a
Scot who is not pleased with this book! A History Book for Scots is selected from
the complete edition of Scotichronicon by WALTER BOWER, edited by D E R WATT
and a team of scholars, in nine volumes. This monumental work of scholarship, in
which the original Latin text appears side by side with a translation in modern
English, was completed in 1998. Extensive introductory material and notes guide
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the reader through the complexities of Bower's history and its background.

Living on the Edge of Empire
The Romans tried to conquer Scotland three times 2000 years ago. These forays
have left their mark, which can still be seen in the form of earthworks - the remains
of forts and frontiers constructed by the army. This study shows the effect of these
periods of occupation on Scotland and its people.

Septimius Severus and the Roman Army
Severus follows the amazing true story of a rebellious boy who grew up in an
African province and became the first Black Caesar of the Roman Empire, the head
of a dynasty that would lead Rome through bloody civil wars and rapidly changing
times. As a young man, Severus hates the Romans and conspires to humiliate
them. What begins as a childish prank unfurls into a bloodbath that sends Severus
careening into his future. Through a tragic love affair, dangerously close battles
and threats both internal and external, Severus accrues power -- and enemies -- in
his unlikely rise to become the most powerful man in the ancient world.

Sea Eagles of Empire
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The Antonine Wall: Papers in Honour of Professor Lawrence
Keppie
A concise and entertaining history of the Roman legionary—from the age of
Augustus through the heyday of the Roman Empire. The might of Rome rested on
the back of its legions; the superbly trained and equipped fighting force with which
the imperial Roman army conquered, subdued and ruled an empire for centuries.
The legionary soldier served for 20 years, was rigorously trained, highly equipped,
and motivated by pay, bonuses and a strong sense of identity and camaraderie.
Legionaries wore full body-armor and carried a shield, as well as two javelins, a
sword, and a dagger. In battle they hurled their javelins and then immediately
drew their swords and charged to close combat with the enemy. They were the
finest heavy infantrymen of antiquity, and a massed legionary charge was a
fearsome sight. In The Roman Legionaries, Simon Elliott, author of Julius Caesar:
Rome’s Greatest Warlord, provides an introduction to these elite soldiers, including
their training, tactics, weapons, the men themselves, life on and off the battlefield,
as well as significant triumphs and disasters in the great battles of the era.

The Makers of Scotland
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This was a time of civil war, anarchy, intrigue, and assassination.Between 193 and
284 the Roman Empire knew more than twenty-five emperors, and an equal
number of usurpers. All of them had some measure of success, several of them
often ruling different parts of the Empire at the same time. Rome's traditional
political institutions slid into vacuity and armies became the Empire's most
powerful institutions, proclaiming their own imperial champions and deposing
those they held to be incompetent.Yet despite widespread contemporary dismay at
such weak government this period was also one in which the boundaries of the
Empire remained fairly stable; the rights and privileges of Roman citizenship were
extended equally to all free citizens of the Empire; in several regions the economy
remained robust in the face of rampant inflation; and literary culture, philosophy,
and legal theory flourished. Historians have been discussing how and why this
could have been for centuries. Olivier Hekster takes you to th

Decline and Fall of Napoleon's Empire
Lucius Verus is one of the least regarded Roman emperors, despite the fact that he
was co-ruler with his adoptive brother Marcus Aurelius for nine years until his
untimely death. The later sources were strangely hostile to him and modern writers
tend to dismiss him, but contemporary writings shine a more favourable light on
his accomplishments. His handling of military affairs, particularly the conflict with
Parthia after their invasions of Armenia and Syria, deserves a new consideration in
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the light of a careful reassessment of all the available source material. This volume
looks at the upbringing of the boy who lost two fathers, acquired a brother, had his
name changed twice, became a general overnight, and commanded the army that
defeated one of Romes greatest foes in the 2nd century AD. His rise to power is
placed in the context of Romes campaigns in the East and the part played by all
from the ordinary soldiers up to the aristocracy who commanded them in making
Lucius Verus Parthian Wars a success.

Empire State
The Roman army enjoys an enviable reputation as an instrument of waging war,
but as the modern world reminds us, an enduring victory requires far more than
simply winning battles. When it came to suppressing counterinsurgencies, or
deterring the depredations of bandits, the army frequently deployed small groups
of infantry and cavalry based in fortlets. This remarkable installation type has
never previously been studied in detail, and shows a new side to the Roman army.
Rather than displaying the aggressive uniformity for which the Roman military is
famous, individual fortlets were usually bespoke installations tailored to local
needs. Examining fortlet use in north-west Europe helps explain the differing
designs of the Empire's most famous artificial frontier systems: Hadrian's Wall, the
Antonine Wall, and the Upper German and Raetian limites. The archaeological
evidence is fully integrated with documentary sources, which disclose the gritty
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reality of life in a Roman fortlet.

Finding Arthur
The armed forces of Rome, particularly those of the later Republic and Principate,
are rightly regarded as some of the finest military formations ever to engage in
warfare. Less well known however is their use by the State as tools for such
nonmilitary activities in political, economic and social contexts. In this capacity
they were central instruments for the Emperor to ensure the smooth running of the
Empire. In this book the use of the military for such non-conflict related duties is
considered in detail for the first time. The first, and best known, is running the
great construction projects of the Empire in their capacity as engineers. Next, the
role of the Roman military in the running of industry across the Roman Empire is
examined, particularly the mining and quarrying industries but also others. They
also took part in agriculture, administered and policed the Empire, provided a
firefighting resource and organized games in the arena. The soldiers of Rome really
were the foundations on which the Roman Empire was constructed: they literally
built an empire. Simon Elliott lifts the lid on this less well-known side to the Roman
army, in an accessible narrative designed for a wide readership.

Septimius Severus: the African Emperor
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A rare biography of the Roman Emperor who presided as the Empire was at its
largest extent, ahead of imminent decline. Adopted son of Marcus Aurelius,
Septimius Severus (AD 145–211) waged war against the Parthians, sacked
Ctesiphon, extended the empire in United Kingdom, reinforced Hadrian's Wall, and
finally died in York, England, cursing the English weather. His sons went on to
found the Severan Dynasty.

Beyond the Empire
In this, the only biography of Septimius Severus in English, Anthony R. Birley
explors how 'Roman' or otherwise this man was and examines his remarkable
background and career. Severus was descended from Phoenician settlers in
Tripolitania, and his reign, AD 193-211, represents a key point in Roman history.
Birley explores what was African and what was Roman in Septimius' background,
given that he came from an African city. He asks whether Septimius was a 'typical
cosmopolitan bureaucrat', a 'new Hannibal on the throne of Caesar' or 'principle
author of the decline of the Roman Empire'?

The Romans in Scotland and The Battle of Mons Graupius
Between AD 161 and 244 the Roman legions were involved in wars and battles on
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a scale not seen since the late Republic. Legions were destroyed in battle,
disbanded for mutiny and rebellion and formed to wage wars of conquest and
defence. This volume explores the experience of the imperial legionary,
concentrating on Legio II Parthica. Raised by the emperor Septimus Severus in AD
193/4, it was based at Albanum near Rome and as the emperor's personal legion,
became one of the most important units in the empire.

Rome and its Empire, AD 193-284
Explore the battle at the edge of the world: did the Romans defeat 50,000 warriors
and if so, where?

Lucius Verus and the Roman Defence of the East
The Antonine Wall, which runs across Scotland from the Firth of Forth to the Firth of
Clyde, has been described as "Rome's Last Frontier," as it was the Empire's most
northern outpost. But the real outpost, about which modern excavation is revealing
more and more information, was the Gask Ridge in Perthshire. Research over the
last 50 years has revolutionized our picture of the Roman occupation of the north
of Scotland, well before the time of the famous governor Agricola. Moreover, the
Roman remains can now be set more firmly in the context of the pre-existing
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native society.

Severus
The legend of King Arthur has been told and retold for centuries. As the king who
united a nation, his is the story of England itself. But what if Arthur wasn't English
at all? As writer and Arthurian scholar Adam Ardrey discovered, the reason
historians have had little success identifying the historical Arthur may be incredibly
simple: He wasn't an Englishman. He was from Scotland.Finding Arthur chronicles
Ardrey's unlikely quest to uncover the secret of Scotland's greatest king and
conqueror, which has been hiding in plain sight for centuries. His research began
as a simple exploration of a notable Scottish clan, but it quickly became clear that
many of the familiar symbols of Arthurian legend—The Round Table, the Sword in
the Stone, the Lady of the Lake—are based on very real and still accessible places
in the Scottish Highlands.

Septimius Severus in Scotland
The assassination of Emperor Commodus in 192 sparked a civil war. Septimius
Severus emerged as the eventual victor and his dynasty (the Severans) ruled until
235. He fought numerous campaigns, against both internal rivals and external
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enemies, extending the Empire to the east (adding Mesopotamia), the south (in
Africa) and the north (beyond Hadrian's Wall). The military aspects of his reign,
including his reforms of the army, are the main focus of this new study. After
discussing his early career and governorship of Pannonia, Michael Sage narrates
his war with Pescennius Niger, the siege of Byzantium, and the campaign in
northern Mesopotamia that added it as a province. The much more difficult
campaign against Clodius Albinus in Gaul is also studied in detail, as is that in
North Africa. The narrative concludes with an account of the last campaign in
Britain and Severus’ death. The final chapters analyze Septimius’ reforms of the
army and assess their impact on events of the next seventy years until the
accession of Diocletian. His greatest weakness was his love for his family. Like
Marcus Aurelius he loved his children too much. They failed to maintain what he
had bequeathed them.

Septimius Severus in Scotland
The leader who helped keep the Dark Ages at bay: “An excellent picture of the
Crisis of the Third Century and the life and work of Aurelian” (StrategyPage). The
ancient Sibylline prophecies had foretold that the Roman Empire would last for one
thousand years. As the time for the expected dissolution approached in the middle
of the third century AD, the empire was lapsing into chaos, with seemingly
interminable civil wars over the imperial succession. The western empire had
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seceded under a rebel emperor, and the eastern empire was controlled by another
usurper. Barbarians took advantage of the anarchy to kill and plunder all over the
provinces. Yet within the space of just five years, the general, and later emperor,
Aurelian had expelled all the barbarians from within the Roman frontiers, reunited
the entire empire, and inaugurated major reforms of the currency, pagan religion,
and civil administration. His accomplishments have been hailed by classical
scholars as those of a superman, yet Aurelian himself remains little known to a
wider audience. His achievements enabled the Roman Empire to survive for
another two centuries, ensuring a lasting legacy of Roman civilization for the
successor European states. Without Aurelian, the Dark Ages would probably have
lasted centuries longer.

The Romans and The Antonine Wall of Scotland
Though Scotland was never successfully conquered by the Roman Empire, the
lands north of Hadrian's Wall nonetheless include many Roman sites that bear
witness to Rome's attempts to impose her will over the whole of Britain. Beyond
the Empire offers a complete listing of all 330 known Roman sites in Scotland,
including location maps, details of notable archaeological finds, what is visible on
the ground, and how to visit them.A complete guide to the hidden remains of the
Roman Empire in Scotland.Will be of great interest to all historians, archaeologists
and anyone curious about Scotland's role in, and beyond the Roman Empire.Gives
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a complete listing of all 330 known Roman sites in Scotland.Superbly illustrated
with 150 colour photographs and 100 colour maps.Andrew Tibbs is a Fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

Antiquity & Photography
Rome's First Frontier
Since 1975 much new archaeological evidence has come to light to illuminate the
immense undertaking of Septimius Severus' campaigns in Scotland, allowing for
the first time the true story of this savage invasion to be told. In the early 3rd
century Severus, the aging Roman emperor, launched an immense 'shock and awe'
assault on Scotland that was so savage it resulted in eighty years of peace at
Rome's most troublesome border. The book shows how his force of 50,000 troops,
supported by the fleet, hacked their way through the Maeatae around the former
Antonine Wall and then pressed on into Caledonian territory up to the Moray Firth.

Understanding Roman Inscriptions
Since 1975 much new archaeological evidence has come to light to illuminate the
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immense undertaking of Septimius Severus' campaigns in Scotland, allowing for
the first time the true story of this savage invasion to be told. In the early 3rd
century Severus, the aging Roman emperor, launched an immense 'shock and awe'
assault on Scotland that was so savage it resulted in eighty years of peace at
Rome's most troublesome border. The book shows how his force of 50,000 troops,
supported by the fleet, hacked their way through the Maeatae around the former
Antonine Wall and then pressed on into Caledonian territory up to the Moray Firth.
Severus was the first of the great reforming emperors of the Roman military, and
his reforms are explained in the context of how he concentrated power around the
imperial throne. There is also an in-depth look at the political, economic and social
developments that occurred in the Province. This book is aimed at all who have an
interest in both military and Roman history. It will particularly appeal to those who
are keen to learn more about the narrative of Rome's military presence in Britain,
and especially the great campaigns of which Severus' assault on Scotland is the
best example.

The Life and Reign of the Emperor Lucius Septimius Severus
Septimius Severus
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Lawrence Keppie's book offers the non-specialist a comprehensive and enjoyable
guide to undestanding the texts of Roman inscriptions, as well as explaining the
numerous different contexts in which they were produced. Every area of Roman
life is covered, including: * the emperor * temples and altars to the gods * imperial
administration * gravestones and tomb monuments * local government and society
* the army and the frontiers * Christianity * trade, commerce and the economy *
the later Roman Empire. For each inscription cited, the book provides the original
Latin, an English translation and a commentary on the piece's significance.
Illustrated with more than 80 photos and drawings, this is the ideal introduction to
the most important source for the history and organisation of the Roman Empire.

Protecting the Roman Empire
32 papers present research on the Antonine Wall in honour of Lawrence Keppie.
Papers cover a wide variety of aspects: the environmental and prehistoric
background; structure, planning and construction; military deployment; associated
artefacts and inscriptions; logistics of supply; the people of the Wall, including
womenfolk and children.

Roman Scotland
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Dr Rob Collins and the curators of the remarkable collections from Hadrian's Wall
present a striking new contribution to understanding the archaeology of a Roman
frontier. This highly-illustrated volume showcases the artefacts recovered from
archaeological investigations along Hadrian's Wall in order to examine the daily
lives of those living along the Northern Frontier of the Roman Empire. Presented by
theme, no other book offers such a diverse and thorough range of the rich material
culture of the Wall. The accompanying text provides an ethnographic perspective,
guiding us through the everyday lives of the people of frontier communities, from
the Commanding Officer to the local farmer. This holistic view allows us an insight
into the homes and communities, how people dressed, what they ate and drank,
their religions and beliefs, domestic and military forms of security, and how they
conducted their business and pleasure.

The Great Illyrian Revolt
William of Malmesbury's Regesta Regum Anglorum (Deeds of the English Kings) is
one of the great histories of England, and one of the most important historical
works of the European Middle Ages. Volume II of the Oxford Medieval Texts edition
provides a full historical introduction, a detailed textual commentary, and an
extensive bibliography. It forms the essential complement to the text and
translation which appeared in Volume I.
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From Caledonia to Pictland: Scotland to 795
The lands in the north of Britain in what we now called Scotland, then occupied by
Celtic settlers, never became part of the Roman empire, in spite of being invaded
several times. The northernmost frontier of the empire was fortified for only a few
years after the battle of Mons Graupius in AD 84, when the Caledonians were
defeated by Gnaeus Julius Agricola. Work on the construction of an alternative
frontier, represented by the elaborate defenses of the Antonine Wall, began in
about 142. It was maintained hardly longer than 25 years, and by 180 the Roman
invaders had retreated back to Hadrian's Wall. After further Celtic activity, a
temporary truce was negotiated personally by the emperor Septimus Severus in
209. Thereafter, until their empire began to collapse, the Romans maintained a
fragile hold on Hadrian's Wall in the face of furious attacks by marauding Picts and
Scotti (Scots), and a combined operation by land and sea in 367 against the whole
of Roman Britain by the northern Celts in an alliance with the Franks and Saxons.
"The Last Frontier" is a fresh account of these momentous events and the
background to them, based on a reassessment of the original sources and on
recent archaeological evidence. Extracts from Latin texts, including Tacitus, who
wrote a biography of Agricola, are in new translations. The author also sets the
involvement of Rome in the context of the development of Scotland from
prehistoric times to nationhood.
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Septimius Severus in Scotland
Born in A.D. 76, Hadrian lived through and ruled during a tempestuous era, a time
when the Colosseum was opened to the public and Pompeii was buried under a
mountain of lava and ash. Acclaimed author Anthony Everitt vividly recounts
Hadrian’s thrilling life, in which the emperor brings a century of disorder and costly
warfare to a peaceful conclusion while demonstrating how a monarchy can be
compatible with good governance. What distinguished Hadrian’s rule, according to
Everitt, were two insights that inevitably ensured the empire’s long and prosperous
future: He ended Rome’s territorial expansion, which had become strategically and
economically untenable, by fortifying her boundaries (the many famed Walls of
Hadrian), and he effectively “Hellenized” Rome by anointing Athens the empire’s
cultural center, thereby making Greek learning and art vastly more prominent in
Roman life. By making splendid use of recently discovered archaeological materials
and his own exhaustive research, Everitt sheds new light on one of the most
important figures of the ancient world.

Hadrian and the Triumph of Rome
A biography of perhaps the most powerful black ruler in all history, the Roman
Emperor Septimius. Birley recounts the controversial ruler's ruthless struggle for
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power, his successful coup d'etat and his 18 year reign as Emperor.

Roman Legionaries
The Roman war machine comprised land and naval forces. Although the former has
been studied extensively, less has been written and understood about the naval
forces of the Roman Empire. Britain’s navy, known as Classis Britannica until the
mid-third century, was a strong fighting force in its own right. Its vessel types,
personnel, tactics, roles and technology have never been studied in depth. Here in
Sea Eagles of Empire Simon Elliott explores the story of this famed naval force,
through the reigns of several Roman emperors, discussing the important role it
played in military campaigns all across Europe and in policing the waters of the
Roman Empire in Britain.Military History Monthly Book of the Year Gold Award
winner 2017.

Gesta Regum Anglorum: General introduction and commentary
"By the will of fate I came to play a part in not letting Hitler achieve his final goal of
disappearing and turning into a myth I managed to prevent Stalins dark and murky
ambition from taking root his desire to hide from the world that we had found
Hitlers corpse" - Elena Rzhevskaya"A telling reminder of the jealousy and rivalries
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that split the Allies even in their hour of victory, and foreshadowed the Cold War"Tom Parfitt, The GuardianOn May 2,1945, Red Army soldiers broke into Hitlers
bunker. Rzhevskaya, a young military interpreter, was with them. Almost
accidentally the Soviet military found the charred remains of Hitler and Eva Braun.
They also found key documents: Bormann's notes, the diaries of Goebbels and
letters of Magda Goebbels.Rzhevskaya was entrusted with the proof of the Hitlers
death: his teeth wrenched from his corpse by a pathologist hours earlier. The teeth
were given to Rzhevskaya because they believed male agents were more likely to
get drunk on Victory Day, blurt out the secret and lose the evidence. She
interrogated Hitler's dentist's assistant who confirmed the teeth were his.Elenas
role as an interpreter allowed her to forge a link between the Soviet troops and the
Germans. She also witnessed the civilian tragedy perpetrated by the Soviets. The
book includes her diary material and later additions, including conversations with
Zhukov, letters of pathologist Shkaravsky, who led the autopsy, and a new Preface
written by Rzhevskaya for the English language edition.Rzhevskaya writes about
the key historical events and everyday life in her own inimitable style. She talks in
depth of human suffering, of bittersweet victory, of an author's responsibility, of
strange laws of memory and unresolved feeling of guilt.

Memoirs of a Wartime Interpreter
During the first millennium AD the most northerly part of Britain evolved into the
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country known today as Scotland. The transition was a long process of social and
political change driven by the ambitions of powerful warlords. At first these men
were tribal chiefs, Roman generals or rulers of small kingdoms. Later, after the
Romans departed, the initiative was seized by dynamic warrior-kings who
campaigned far beyond their own borders. Armies of Picts, Scots, Vikings, Britons
and Anglo-Saxons fought each other for supremacy. From Lothian to Orkney, from
Fife to the Isle of Skye, fierce battles were won and lost. By AD 1000 the political
situation had changed for ever. Led by a dynasty of Gaelic-speaking kings the Picts
and Scots began to forge a single, unified nation which transcended past enmities.
In this book the remarkable story of how ancient North Britain became the
medieval kingdom of Scotland is told.

The Frontiers of Imperial Rome
Shortlisted for the 2009 Saltire Society History Book of the Yea. rFrom Caledonia to
Pictland examines the transformation of Iron Age northern Britain into a land of
Christian kingdoms, long before 'Scotland' came into existence. Perched at the
edge of the western Roman Empire, northern Britain was not unaffected by the
experience, and became swept up in the great tide of processes which gave rise to
the early medieval West. Like other places, the country experienced social and
ethnic metamorphoses, Christianisation, and colonization by dislocated outsiders,
but northern Britain also has its own unique story to tell in the first eight centuries
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AD.This book is the first detailed political history to treat these centuries as a
single period, with due regard for Scotland's position in the bigger story of late
Antique transition. From Caledonia to Pictland charts the complex and shadowy
processes which saw the familiar Picts, Northumbrians, North Britons and Gaels of
early Scottish history become established in the country, the achievements of their
foremost political figures, and their ongoing links with the world around them. It is
a story that has become much revised through changing trends in scholarly
approaches to the challenging evidence, and that transformation too is explained
for the benefit of students and general readers.

The Last Frontier
Biographical essays explore the careers of two major early photographers, JosephPhilibert Girault de Prangey and William James Stillman. in addition, portfolios with
works by Maxime Du Camp, John Beasley Greene, Francis Frith, Robert
Macpherson, Adolphe Braun and others testify to the strength and consistency of
other early photographers who captured the antique worlds around the
Mediterranean."--BOOK JACKET.

The Roman Emperor Aurelian
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At its height, the Roman Empire was the greatest empire yet seen, its borders
stretching from the rain-swept highlands of Scotland in the north to the sunscorched Nubian desert in the south. But how were the vast and varied stretches of
frontier defined and defended? Many of Rome's frontier defenses have been the
subject of detailed and ongoing study and scholarship. Three frontier zones are
now UNESCO World Heritage sites (the Antonine Wall having recently been granted
this status - the author led the bid), and there is growing interest in their study.
This wide-ranging survey will describe the varying frontier systems, describing the
extant remains, methods and materials of construction and highlighting the
differences between various frontiers. Professor Breeze considers how the frontiers
worked, discussing this in relation to the organization and structure of the Roman
army, and also their impact on civilian life along the empire's borders. He then
reconsiders the question of whether the frontiers were the product of an
overarching Empire-wide grand strategy, questioning Luttwak's seminal
hypothesis.This is a detailed and wide-ranging study of the frontier systems of the
Roman Empire by a leading expert. Intended for the general reader, it is sure also
to be of great value for academics and students in this field. The appendixes will
include a brief guide to visiting the sites today.

History of the Roman Empire
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